Construction of probabilistic event trees for eruption forecasting at Sinabung volcano, Indonesia 2013–14
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A B S T R A C T

Eruptions of Sinabung volcano, Indonesia have been ongoing since 2013. Since that time, the character of eruptions has changed, from phreatic to phreatomagmatic to magmatic explosive eruptions, and from production of a lava dome that collapsed to a subsequent thick lava flow that slowly ceased to be active, and later, to a new lava dome. As the eruption progressed, event trees were constructed to forecast eruptive behavior six times, with forecast windows that ranged from 2 weeks to 1 year: November 7–10, December 12–14, and December 27, 2013; and January 9–10, May 13, and October 7, 2014. These event trees were successful in helping to frame the forecast scenarios, to collate current monitoring information, and to document outstanding questions and unknowns. The highest probability forecasts closely matched outcomes of eruption size (including extrusion of the first dome), production of pyroclastic density currents, and pyroclastic density current runout distances. Events assigned low probabilities also occurred, including total collapse of the lava dome in January 2014 and production of a small blast pyroclastic density current in February 2014.

Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

August–September 2010 marked the first historic eruptions at Sinabung volcano, Indonesia (Fig. 1), producing ash columns to 5 km asl and prompting evacuation of surrounding communities (Hendrasto et al., 2012). Renewed unrest (Gunawan et al., 2019) in 2013 was again accompanied by eruptions beginning September 15, 2013. The ensuing eruption sequence has included phreatomagmatic eruptions, explosive magmatic eruptions, and persistent lava effusion that continues to the time of this writing (May 2017). In late 2013, as eruption frequency increased, seismicity increased, and SO2 continued to be detected, scientists from the joint USAID–U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Volcano Disaster Assistance Program (VDAP) and the Center for Volcano and Geological Hazard Mitigation, Indonesia (CVGHM; a division of the Indonesian Geological Agency (GA)) began to use probabilistic event tree analysis as a forecasting tool. This tool has been used six times since re-initiation of eruptions in 2013. Here, we evaluate the utility of these event trees in forecasting eruptions and in documenting the basis for forecasts. We follow Siebert et al. (2010) and VGP (2013) in defining an eruption as the arrival of volcanic products at Earth’s surface. Eruptions can be explosive or effusive. We use the phrase ‘eruption sequence’ to encompass periods
of eruptive activity, within which individual explosive eruptions and/or effusions of varying duration may occur.

1.1. Event trees

Event trees present a logical framework for examination of the possible outcomes of volcanic unrest and for characterizing their relative likelihoods (Fig. 2; Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002). Early in the tree (on the left side of Fig. 2) each branch originating from a single fork presents a mutually exclusive possible scenario of eruptive activity. As you progress down a single limb of the tree (toward the right side of Fig. 2) into the phenomena and distance columns, paths are no longer mutually exclusive, because multiple hazardous phenomena can be produced in a single eruption. Two probabilities are shown, one above the other, at each event on the tree. The conditional probability (the lower probability on Fig. 2, labeled “cond.”) is the probability of an event given that the previous event has occurred. The product of this conditional probability and the probability that the previous event occurred results in the nodal probability of that outcome, or the value shown in the outlined box at that node (Fig. 2).

Since the original application of event trees to forecasts of post-climactic eruption hazards and risk at Mount St. Helens in 1980 (Newhall, 1982), many observatories have adopted a similar framework for quantifying hazard probabilities (e.g., Aspinall, 2006; Neri et al., 2008; Lindsay et al., 2010). Furthermore, a common feature of event trees is the use of Bayesian statistics, whereby updates to forecast probabilities are made when new information is made available. Estimation of event probabilities relies on a combination of local eruptive history, global comparisons with analog volcanoes, integration of current monitoring data, and elicitation of expert opinion. The nature of expert elicitation differs between scientific and organizational groups, but is required in all operational instances of event tree use. For example, at Soufrière Hills volcano, eruptive scenarios are discussed among a group of experts whose probability estimates are combined using a performance-based calibration determined from a series of seed questions (Aspinall, 2006). In contrast, at Vesuvius volcano, eruption probabilities during unrest are calculated using an event tree framework, where thresholds in monitoring data are determined a priori by expert elicitation to indicate unrest or likely eruption. Event probability density functions are then calculated for updated monitoring values by extrapolation between threshold limits (Marzocchi et al., 2004). A further version of the event-tree method requires discussion and group consensus to arrive at event probabilities. This “multiple data sets” method is used by VDAP, commonly during crises for which there may be limited prior information and a need to reach a rapid consensus among observatory scientists (Newhall and Pallister, 2015). Event trees have been used jointly by VDAP and CVGHM for eruption forecasting in Indonesia previously: including in the Merapi 2006 crisis (Pallister et al., 2013b) and outside of crisis at Soputan volcano (Kushendratno et al., 2012). This is the method that was used in partnership with CVGHM colleagues to forecast eruptions at Sinabung volcano in 2013–4.

1.2. Sinabung volcano

Sinabung volcano is located in Karo Regency, north Sumatra, ~30 km northwest of Toba caldera and ~15 km southwest of Sibayak stratovolcano (Fig. 1). Sinabung experienced its first historic eruption in August 2010, followed by six additional eruptions into September 2010 (Hendrasto et al., 2012). All ash emissions were purely phreatic, with ash columns that rose to 5 km above the summit, and that were derived from two distinct vents (Iguchi et al., 2011). In late September, activity declined to production of steam plumes and the eruption sequence effectively terminated.

For the subsequent three years, the volcano entered a period of relative repose, producing persistent fumarolic emissions and continuing swarms of distal volcanic tectonic (VT) earthquakes through the onset of the current eruptive sequence beginning September 15, 2013 (Gunawan et al., 2019). Since that time, eruptions have produced explosive columns, disperse tephra, crater-limited lava domes, flank-descending lava flows, vent-derived pyroclastic density currents (PDCs), and lava flow margin collapse-generated PDCs (Gunawan et al. 2019). Based on changes in style of eruption and nature of eruptive
products, Gunawan et al. (2019) divide the current eruptive sequence into five stages that extend to the time of this writing (May 2017). These phases include: I) a phreatomagmatic phase (July 2013–18 December 2013); II) an initial lava dome extrusion and collapse phase with south- and southeast-directed PDCs (block-and-ash flows and related surges) (18 December 2013–10 January 2014); III) a southeast flank descending lava-flow and collapse phase (10 January 2014–mid-September 2014); IV) a second lava dome and collapse phase producing south- and southeast-directed PDCs (mid-September 2014–July 2015); and finally V) a lava dome collapse and ash explosion phase with PDCs directed to the southeast and east (August 2015–present).

2. Approach

Event trees were constructed six times in 2013–4 (Table 1). Construction of new short-term trees was triggered by changes in the character of monitoring data, but new trees were not always constructed before the expiration of the previous forecast/event tree. Dates of tree construction were: November 7–10, December 12–14 and December 27, 2013; and January 9–10, May 13, and October 7, 2014, where date ranges indicate that population of the event tree was not completed in a single day (Table 1). Forecast windows ranged from 2 weeks to 1 year, where the choice of forecasting window depended upon operational requirements. Here, we present all of the event trees constructed over this period. We evaluate the format of trees (which changed throughout the interval), the content included in the trees (including monitoring data and global analogs), and compare forecasts with reality. We also present a series of highlighted research questions for which answers would have helped us better evaluate event probability.

The construction and population of event trees during a crisis involves several steps. For short term event trees, all of these steps need to occur within a limited time frame in order to maximize forecast utility – ideally within a single day, but at Sinabung, the process took up to 3 days (trees with a listed date range). In VDAP’s application of event trees, the format of the tree is first chosen, where a generic format (Fig. 2) can be modified to reflect additional event scenarios. Second, the duration of the tree is chosen based upon the operational needs of the partner observatory. Short-term trees (weeks) are most useful for communication with the local population about immediate hazards and short-term evacuations, whereas medium-term trees (years) are more useful for assessment of staffing needs, permanent relocation of population, and evaluation of land use. Third, scientists gather relevant monitoring data and background information in order to share these data with the discussion group. Fourth, scientists meet (in person and remotely) to discuss data,
with particular focus on changes in monitoring parameters and their relative rates of change. Through interpretation and integration of these data, the group arrives at a single consensus probability (or a stated range of probabilities, see Section 4.3.4 Incorporation of uncertainty, below) for each node of the tree. Conditional probabilities at each node are multiplied by parent probabilities in order to calculate the nodal probability of each event (Newhall and Pallister, 2015).

Probabilities in event trees are semi-quantitative. In order to minimize over-precision, we populated the event trees with whole numbers. Importantly, uncertainty was not quantified in the event trees presented here, except through inclusion of a range of probabilities when consensus could not be achieved. In general, consensus probabilities are intended to provide robust relative measures of hazard and to achieve order-of-magnitude quantification of likelihood consistent with individual’s risk tolerance resolution (cf. Newhall and Hoblit, 2002). We assign probabilities of 95% to events that are almost certain, 70% to those that are more likely than not to occur, and 50% to those that have a roughly equal probability of occurrence and non-occurrence. Probabilities between these bounding values are then assigned based our group's discussion of global data and on local geologic and monitoring data. This semi-formal translation scheme between verbal phrases and numerical probabilities reflects the hazard perceptions of our group and differs in specifics from other translation schemes (e.g., IPCC treatment, Mastrandrea et al., 2011). A translation table is not, however, universally applied in communication of event tree results (cf. need for tailored formal translation tables in volcanology dependent upon the community, Doyle et al., 2014).

Nodes (junctions in tree limbs) are numbered and correspond to numbered text in a separate sheet that documents the basis for probabilities in the event tree spreadsheet (Supplementary Data). For the Sinabung event trees, the forecast probabilities relied heavily on local monitoring data, using global information to fill in gaps in knowledge. Monitoring data included seismic, geodetic, gas, and satellite-derived data and field observations. Short-term event trees relied exclusively upon interpretation of monitoring data to evaluate outcome (eruption vs. no eruption) probabilities (Fig. 2). In contrast, eruptive explosivity probabilities were estimated based on a combination of inputs, including the local eruptive history at the volcano, the global record of volcanic eruption sizes, and an interpretation of monitoring data. The past history of the volcano and the global distribution of eruption sizes formed the background explosivity distribution (akin to the prior probability distributions in a Bayesian framework). Monitoring data then influenced this distribution by affecting our interpretation of fundamental processes of magma degassing and ascent using a conceptual model. References to each input information source and documentation of thought logic were captured in the event tree file. In addition, this file documented remaining questions, possible data gaps, or gaps in our knowledge about global analogs. Here, we highlight the results of event tree construction through a representative selection of event tree probabilities and the data that support them.

3. Application of event trees

3.1. November 7–10, 2013 tree

The first event tree constructed in this sequence was started on November 7 and completed on November 10, 2013 (Figs. 3 and 4), almost two months after re-initiation of eruptive activity on September 15, 2013 (Fig. 3a). Construction of the event tree was prompted by growing concern over an increase in activity, as reflected in seismicity, gas emissions, and character of summit eruptions. This tree was constructed by the VDAP team as a means to remotely assist the CVGHM crisis response team and to begin a more comprehensive analysis of the hazards. As documented in this tree, activity included the increasing frequency of small (VEI 1) emission events beginning October 23, the occurrence of small pyroclastic density currents beginning November 3, an increase in SO₂ emission rates from 128 tons/day on September 16 to 814 tons/day on October 26 (SO₂ emission rate had actually reached 1242 tons/day by November 8; Primulyana et al., 2019; but that information was not available at the time this tree was created), the continued occurrence of distal and deep VT earthquakes since September (DVTs indicate pressurization of a magmatic system, White and McCausland, 2016; White and McCausland, 2019), the presence of hybrid and low frequency (LF) seismicity starting November 2, and the presence of tremor starting in mid-October (McCausland et al. 2019). The time window for this forecast was set at two weeks, due to the increasing concern about the risk to surrounding communities, including thousands of residents within 5 km of the summit (Andreastuti et al. 2019). For node 2 (Fig. 4), based exclusively on the relative increase in monitoring parameters (ash emissions, gas emissions, persistence of deep and distal VT seismicity), we therefore assigned a probability of 70% for continued eruptions within the following two weeks (node 2, Fig. 4).

The probability distribution of event explosivity/magnitude (VEI) (node 4, Fig. 4) incorporated the pre-historic eruptive history at Sinabung as inferred from geologic mapping and volcaniclastic stratigraphy, the global context for eruptions from andesitic stratovolcanoes worldwide, and local monitoring data (e.g., seismicity types and rates, gas emission rates, geodetic changes, observations of the lava dome and for later trees, estimation of dome extrusion rates). Geologic mapping at Sinabung by Iguchi et al. (2012); and by Prambada et al. 2010, although this work was unknown to the VDAP group until creation of the second event tree on December 12–14) indicated that the oldest stage of volcanic activity at Sinabung is dominated by production of porphyritic 2-pyroxene basaltic andesite to hornblende 2-pyroxene andesite lava flows and pyroclastic deposits. The most common eruption style included dome-forming lava extrusion associated with block and ash flows (dense PDCs, generated by dome or lava collapse); no Subplinian or Plinian tephra deposits have been recognized, however tephra deposits are easily eroded in Indonesia, and so may be underrepresented in the depositional record. Therefore, we assigned a relatively low, 20% conditional probability that eruptions would be VEI ≥ 3, 55% to VEI 2, and 25% to VEI 0–1, based on eruptive history alone (node 4, Fig 4).

Further, we queried the Smithsonian’s CVP catalog (Global Volcanism Program, 2013) for all eruptions within Indonesia, which documents 37 VEI ≥ 4 eruptions, 152 VEI 3; 888 VEI 2; and 297 VEI 0–1; or 13% VEI ≥ 3; 65% VEI 2; and 22% VEI 0–1. Finally, the monitoring data, including increasing gas emission rates and increasingly energetic VT swarms, indicated that more eruptions were likely, possibly of larger size than seen so far. However, there were no signs of significantly large pressure increases or unusually rapid magma ascent. These various data streams (local and global) all indicated that the most likely maximum eruption explosivity was VEI 2.

Consistent with the most likely path through the tree, within the two-week forecast window eruptions continued, producing explosive eruptions with a maximum VEI of 2 (VEI ranged from 1 to 2). Therefore, we focus on the VEI 2 limb of the tree for a comparison between forecast phenomena and reality. No dome was extruded within the 2-week period ending November 24 (25%/10% conditional/nodal probabilities for dome extrusion associated with a VEI 2). Ash fall did take place (100%/39% conditional/nodal probabilities for VEI) and small pyroclastic density currents with runout distances up to 3 km (5%/2% conditional/nodal) also took place. In retrospect, the principal value of this tree was in emphasizing the high probability of continued eruptions and that the most likely maximum magnitude of eruptions was VEI 2.

3.2. December 12–14, 2013 tree

The first phreatomagmatic eruption occurred on November 11, 2013 (Andreastuti et al. 2019; Nakada et al. 2019), followed by a 12-km high plume on November 23, when CVGHM changed the alert level to Level 4 (AWAS), its highest level (Fig. 3a). Most eruptions in late November
were accompanied by PDCs with runout distances between 0.5 and 1.5 km; runout increased to 2 km by early December. Eruption frequency also increased; in the first week of December, there were up to 7 eruptions/day. The SO2 emission rate continued to be high, reaching a maximum of 1343 tons/day on December 4 (Primulyana et al., 2019) and CO2-rich gas was recognized at a warm spring on the south side of the volcano. Deep LFs and deep VTs returned on November 29, at which time shallow proximal seismicity began to transition from dominantly VTs to dominantly LFs and hybrids (McCausland et al. 2019). On December 10, LF seismicity and the overall Real-time Seismic Amplitude Measurement (RSAM) value increased at previously unobserved rates with LFs becoming increasingly repetitive in size and inter-event spacing and self-similar in waveform (McCausland et al. 2019). Finally, observations documented movement of the crater rim by as much as 125 m laterally and dilation of up to 10-m-wide radial fractures (Pallister et al. 2019), prompting construction of a second event tree on December 12, 2013.

Fig. 3. a and b. Composite graphs of monitoring data between September 15, 2013 and October 15, 2014. Note that the scale of seismic count information changes between panels a and b. One month of time (March 15 to April 15, 2014) is repeated on both plots for continuity. Volcanic Ash Advisory (VAA) column heights (in km above sea level) do not include some low-level (<4 km) plumes due to cloud cover (Pallister et al. 2019). SO2 emission rate data is from campaign measurements (Primulyana et al., 2019). Lava extrusion rates are taken from Pallister et al. 2019. Seismic event counts (# events per day) are shown for low frequency (LF), hybrid, VA (distal or deep volcano-tectonic), and emission events (McCausland et al. 2019). 10-minute real-time seismic amplitude (RSAM) data is shown for seismic station Lau Kawar. Also shown are eruptive phases, CVGHM alert levels, and arrows that point to dates of probabilistic event tree forecasts.

The occurrence and dominance of hybrid earthquakes is interpreted to indicate the presence of magma at very shallow levels, based on analogy with other systems where regularly repeating hybrids preceded dome extrusion within days to weeks, e.g., at Mount St. Helens and Huila (MSH: Moran et al., 2004, Huila: Cardona et al., 2009). By analogy, we suggested that dome extrusion was highly likely within hours to days. However, we noted the need to evaluate the reliability of this indicator through a more comprehensive look at the global catalog. Given this interpretation, combined with the historic pattern of dome-
forming eruptions, the highest likelihood was assigned to VEI 2–3 events (node 4, Fig. 5).

In addition, the tree limb that was called “Sector collapse ± blast” on the November 7 event tree (nodes 7 & 13, Fig. 4) was changed to “Debris avalanche from summit ± blast” (nodes 7 & 14, Fig. 5). This revision took into account the possibility of partial summit area collapse, as opposed to collapse of major portions of the overall edifice. A relatively high, 30% conditional probability for the debris avalanche scenario was assigned to a VEI >3 eruption, and a 15% conditional probability was assigned to the debris avalanche scenario for a VEI 2–3 event. These probabilities were highly influenced by the potential for collapse of the part of the summit located between the radial fractures near the NE crater. Such a summit collapse took place at Merapi in 2010 and resulted in a small blast (Komorowski et al., 2013). A broader sector collapse of a large volume of the edifice was regarded as unlikely, but possible, and might have generated a lateral blast, such as that observed in the 1997 event at the Soufriere Hills volcano, Montserrat (Sparks et al., 2002; suggested for Sinabung by Iguchi et al., 2012).

PDC hazard probabilities were estimated using global compilations and the pre-historic record at Sinabung. First, the reference distances (to answer the question: would PDCs surpass × distance?) for PDC travel listed on the event tree changed from 4 km on November 7 to 5 km on December 10. This distance change reflected our concern of larger PDCs and development of the PDC fan. This change and the accompanying discussion among the CVGHM and USGS teams influenced and mirrored expansion of the evacuation zone to 7 km (on November 24, see Discussion section; Fig. 5). Second, probabilities for pyroclastic flow occurrence and runout follow Newhall and Hoblitt (2002) in using the frequency of association between phenomena and magnitude of eruption from the GVP catalog (Simkin and Siebert, 1994). For example, the probability of PDCs in a VEI 1–2 is 5%; probability of PDCs at VEI 3 is 35% (Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002). Third, exceedance probabilities for
PDC runout also follow Newhall and Hoblitt (2002). Newhall and Hoblitt (2002) compiled eruption VEI, PDC runout, and vertical drop for 191 PDCs, from which they calculate runout exceedance probabilities for each VEI magnitude. For example, a VEI 3 with a vertical drop of 1 – 1.9 km (Sinabung height is ~1.4 km) has a runout distance of 3.9 km at a 90% exceedance probability (Table 1 of Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002). Furthermore, preserved pre-historic pyroclastic flow and lahar deposits at Sinabung extended to distances of 3 to 5 km from the summit (according to geologic maps of Prambada et al., 2010 and Iguchi et al., 2012). In estimating the probability of PDC runout over the one-month validity of this tree, we took into account the exceedance probabilities described above with information about the current activity, for which the VEI 2–3 events to date had produced PDCs that extended <2 km from the summit. The result of this analysis was the forecast of an 80% conditional (58% nodal) probability of PDCs being restricted to <5 km radius from the vent and a 20% conditional (14% nodal) probability of PDCs exceeding 5 km for a VEI 2–3 event (node 16, Fig. 5).

One final probability change since the November 7 tree was to include an increase in the lahar probability for VEI 2 eruptions to 100%, based on the occurrence of lahars in the eruption sequence up to that time and the recognition of the rainfall-intense climate of Sumatra, Indonesia. This change marked a move away from relying on the global compilation of the GVP catalog for which eruptive phenomena are incompletely populated.

Consistent with the most likely path through the tree (highlighted in yellow, Fig. 5), within the one-month forecast window maximum VEI was 2 (80%/72% conditional/nodal probabilities), and a surface dome appeared (see statement that dome extrusion was likely ‘within hours to days’; 90%/65% conditional/nodal probabilities; dome appeared on Dec. 18; Pallister et al. 2019). Pyroclastic density currents continued to reach up to 3 km from the vent, within the 5-km exclusion zone, and...
consistent with a <5 km highest likelihood (80%/58% conditional/nodal probability) forecast.

3.3 December 27, 2013 tree

Shallow, proximal, repetitive, self-similar LF seismicity peaked on December 14, 2013 (although LF seismicity subsequently increased again in late December, Fig. 3a). On December 16, 2013, shallow, proximal, repetitive, self-similar hybrid seismicity became dominant over LF events, and was followed two days later by the first appearance of an extruded dome on December 18 (Pallister et al. 2019), marking the onset of a new eruptive phase (Phase II, first dome and collapse phase of Gunawan et al. 2019). This dome grew asymmetrically, overtopping the crater wall when its total height reached 50 m on December 26 (Pallister et al. 2019). Based on the presence and height of this dome, another tree was constructed on December 27.

The probability that eruptive activity would continue (though not necessarily every day) over the next month was estimated at 95%, based on the presence of the 50 m high dome at the summit, the opening of fractures near the summit beginning mid-November (Pallister et al. 2019) radial to the NE summit crater, continued tremor, shallow hybrids, LFs, deep LP’s, and distal VT’s, continued SO2 emissions in the same range (few hundred to 1500 t/day; Primulyana et al., 2019) as that during the eruptions in November, and continued bubbling of CO2-rich gas from a warm water spring.

Fig. 5. December 12–14, 2013 event tree for subsequent one month of activity at Sinabung volcano.
For example, from DomeHaz (as of late 2013 version 1.0) 33% of dome-forming eruptions with associated VEI 2 eruptions produced PDCs. However, PDC occurrence data are heavily underreported in the GVP, which DomeHaz v1.0 used to populate associated eruptive phenomena fields. However, activity at Sinabung had already been producing many small PDCs that extended to ~3 km from the summit. The conditional probability for PDC occurrence in a VEI 2–3 eruption was therefore set at 80% (node 12, Fig. 6). In retrospect, one could argue that this probability should have been higher, given the presence of a growing dome at the summit. Higher probabilities were considered at the time; however, the team was also well aware of dome-forming eruptions that did not produce PDCs in the first month of dome growth (e.g., Huila, Colombia), and it was argued that another month (duration of this tree) could pass without additional PDCs. Consequently, the consensus of the group was to simply assign a high (80%), but not very high (90%) or near-certain (95%), conditional probability for PDCs within the next month for the VEI 2–3 eruption scenario (node 12, Fig. 6).
Within the one-month forecast window lava extrusion and advance continued, producing explosive dome collapse events with ash columns that rose to over 7 km above sea level, estimated as VEI 2 events, and consistent with the most likely path through the tree. Dome-collapse driven PDCs reached up to 4.5 km from the vent, within the 5 km exclusion zone and within the highest probability PDC runout zone (80% conditional probability for <5 km runout for VEI 2–3 eruptions).

### 3.4. January 9–10, 2014 Tree

RSAM decreased preceding and coincident with dome extrusion beginning mid-December (Fig. 3a). Such decreases in seismic energy have been observed in a number of cases by the VDAP team, and are generally attributed to depressurization of the conduit upon magma reaching the surface (White and McCausland, 2016, 2019). However, in the beginning of January (as documented in the event tree), self-similar hybrid seismicity increased, became increasingly energetic and appeared irregular in time (in hindsight, hybrids did begin to regularize in time again by this point), dominating the seismic record (up to 7 events/min). Also during this time, there was a deep VT, followed by distal VTs (up to M₃ 3.6) and one deep LF (Mₛ 2.3 at ~12 km depth on January 4), indicating pressurization of intermediate levels of the magmatic system and possibly new magma entering the feeding system at greater depth (McCausland et al. 2019; White and McCausland, 2019). Furthermore, minimum and maximum RSAM values were increasing, surpassing the values seen before the appearance of the first dome, and including a five-fold increase in RSAM between January 5 and 9 (McCausland et al. 2019). The dome at the summit inflated, but then deflated in its center, with several surface fractures and repeated margin collapses (Pallister et al. 2019). Taken together, but based largely on seismicity, we assigned a near-certainty (95% conditional probability) for eruption continuation in the subsequent three weeks. We assigned a 5% conditional probability for no further dome growth or eruption, but allowed for continued degassing and phreatic eruptions.

Beyond the eruption continuation vs. cessation fork in the event tree, we reformatted the down-limb structure of the tree, creating non-mutually exclusive branches. This fundamental change was triggered by a change in the nature of the hazard. The growing lava dome was no longer confined to the summit crater and had repeatedly collapsed from flow margins, up to a maximum of 8 times/h on the morning of January 8, 2014 (Pallister et al. 2019; Nakada et al. 2019). As such, pyroclastic flows were not only produced as a result of eruption column collapse (the down-limb consequences of eruptions with varying VEI), but also from destabilization of the dome during non-eruptive periods. To address this distinction, we separated dome collapse events from vent-derived explosions. Each of these branches was then further divided into two different magnitude groups representing small or large collapses, and eruptions similar to or larger than previous events in the sequence (Fig. 7).

The conditional probability that these eruptions would include dome collapse (node 3a, Fig. 7) was set at 100% (95% nodal probability), based on current volcanic activity and the precedent for collapse with the current dome geometry and growth. Within this same time interval, the non-mutually exclusive probability for a vertical eruption from the vent was set at 75% (node 3b, Fig. 7). For the first time in this sequence, we also showed a range of probabilities for this node, reflecting lack of consensus among the group. The probability range extended from 50 to 100% probability, with seismologists favoring a high probability based on evidence for pressurization and lack of regularity in shallow seismicity, and with geologists favoring lower probability of an explosive vent eruption based largely on the past record of eruptive behavior at Sinabung and the possibility that pressure increase could be relieved by lava extrusion. The conditional probability for a large (complete) collapse of this dome to expose the conduit was set at 20% (node 3b, Fig. 7), based largely on observed deflation of the dome and presence of recently opened fractures under the dome, where again a range in values was documented from 10 to 25%. It was hypothesized that such a large collapse would expose and unload the top of the conduit, thereby triggering explosive eruptions, as seen, for example, at Soputan volcano in 2007 (Kushendratno et al., 2012).

The probability distribution for eruption magnitude was again based on global analogs and the current activity. We assigned a conditional probability for VEI > 3 in this tree of 10% (node 3b, Fig. 7). For purposes of this tree, we considered the eruptions of November, with ash plumes of 5–12 km, and the eruption of 10 December 2013, for which the VAAC reported a plume to 38,000′ altitude (11.6 km or~10 km above the summit) to be VEI 2 eruptions. An estimate of VEI based on plume height alone would put these events in the VEI 3 range; however, convective columns rose to greater heights in the tropics than at higher latitudes (e.g., Tupper et al., 2009) and the relatively small volumes of deposits and the style of eruption were not consistent with VEI 3 (Newhall and Self, 1982). Based mainly on the presence of a surface dome at Sinabung together with previous geologic mapping, and relative probabilities of differing VEIs from the DomeHaz database (Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015), we assigned the highest probability to continued VEI 2 eruptions.

A final change in this tree included the use of the Heim coefficient to approximate pyroclastic flow hazards. We use the Heim coefficient or ΔH/L approximation (where ΔH and L are vertical and horizontal PDC travel distances, respectively, see inset on Fig. 10), because it is a physically based, empirical relationship to estimate pyroclastic flow mobility. Numerous workers (e.g., Heim, 1932; Francis et al., 1974; Hsu, 1975) have noted that an inverse relationship exists between granular mass flow volume and ΔH/L. This relationship has since been applied to characterize pyroclastic flow runout (Sparks, 1976; Hayashi and Self, 1992). Based on this relationship, several authors used ΔH/L to estimate relative pyroclastic flow hazard zones for different pyroclastic flow volumes (e.g., at Soufrière Hills, Montserrat, Wedge and Isaacs, 1988). To achieve this, ΔH/L values are used to produce an energy line that starts at the summit and intersects the topography at a predicted runout distance in the direction of interest (Sheridan, 1979). Using software packages, (cf. Palma, 2013; Takarada, 2013; Schilling, 1998) and a DEM, the energy line concept can be expanded to produce an energy cone that maps on local topography (Fig. 10).

At Sinabung, the total volume of the dome was unknown at the time of tree construction, but had likely reached about 2.8 Mm³ by January 8 (Pallister et al. 2019) and was even larger by January 10. We approximated ΔH/L between 0.2 and 0.4 (cf. Saucedo et al., 2005), where lower ΔH/L corresponds to larger PDC volumes and/or greater mobility. Furthermore, our calculations of ΔH/L at Sinabung were draped on top of the geologic map of Prambada et al. (2010) for comparison (ΔH/L of 0.2–0.3 shown on Fig. 10). Mapped PDC deposits reach a distance close to the ΔH/L value of 0.3, coincident with an approximate minimum ΔH/L for small volume block and ash flows. This distance also corresponds to the location of the east-west directed Lau Barus, a river valley that may act as a partial topographic barrier (but would not prevent a dilute portion of the PDC from passing). For comparison, an ΔH/L value of 0.2 reaches between 5.6 and 7.9 km from the Sinabung summit. The reference distance for this tree again increased, this time to 7 km in order to reflect the southeast-directed exclusion limit.

And finally, we began to discuss possible eruption duration. Based on the DomeHaz database (Ogburn et al., 2012a), there is a 75% probability that the total duration of extrusion at any volcano would last >39 days (see snapshot of the database in Supplementary data for this event tree).

On the same day that the January 10 event tree was complete, a major collapse of the whole summit dome occurred, an event with a forecast probability of 20%–19% (conditional/nodal). This collapse produced an ash column that rose to 7.5 km and produced PDCs that reached 4.5 km from the summit (Pallister et al. 2019; Fig. 3a). These heights and distances were consistent with the highest probability outcomes in the event tree for this branch. Another low probability event also occurred; a small blast was generated on February 1 (Pallister
Fig. 7. January 9–10, 2014 event tree for subsequent three weeks of activity at Sinabung volcano. Note that the format of this tree is different than previous trees. The third column here presents scenarios that are not mutually exclusive (dome collapse and vertical eruption column from the vent).
et al. 2019). The forecast for this scenario assigned a 5% conditional and 1% nodal probability of occurrence.

3.5. May 13, 2014 tree

Despite the complete dome collapse and resultant unloading of the conduit on January 10, 2014, there was no change to subsequent vertical eruption columns (limb that includes node 3b of the event tree, Fig. 7). Lava effusion rapidly resumed, producing a lava dome that transitioned into a lava flow down the southeast flank of Sinabung. The January 10 event marked the transition to Phase III, a lava flow and collapse phase of the eruption (Gunawan et al. 2019). This lava flow reached the lower-slope of the volcano by early February 2014 and reached 2.9 km length by October 2014, growing by combined lava flow advance and inflation (Pallister et al. 2019; Nakada et al. 2019). Meanwhile, it experienced frequent flow front and flow margin (particularly on upper southwest side) collapse in January and early February that generated pyroclastic flows to ~4 km. A notable collapse occurred on February 1, 2014, generating dense and dilute PDCs that singed trees to 4.9 km (3.8 km from the summit; Pallister et al. 2019). Lava collapse and PDC generation continued at a lower level after early February (Nakada et al. 2019). SO₂ emission rates peaked after the January 10 collapse, but remained high through January and February, then decreased again to pre-dome effusion rates in March–May. The most recent emission rate measurement before the tree was created was 324 tons/day on May 11, 2014 (Primulayana et al. 2019).

In May 2014, a training workshop was conducted in Garut, Indonesia to introduce methods of event tree construction to CVGHM scientists. In this tree, we removed the non-mutually exclusive branches added in the January 10 tree, including dome collapse and central vent eruptions. The removal of the vertical eruption branch reflected the fact that the complete collapse of the dome on January 10 did not trigger a new phase of vertical eruptions. Instead, branches were added to the lava dome/spine scenario that allowed for either a large or a small collapse, thereby simplifying the tree. During this exercise, participants were divided into two groups, each of which completed population of the same event tree (labeled Group 1 and Group 2 on Fig. 8). In general, the exercise proved a useful way to compare the results of two different groups of scientists, each including a range of disciplinary specialties.

At this point, seismicity had become dominated by emergent, overlapping, regular LF events such that they could not be distinguished as individual events and looked like tremor. Minimum and maximum RSAM values remained elevated above those associated with extrusion of the first dome, but were not unprecedented in the sequence. The likelihood for continued eruptions (though not necessarily continuously) in the next month was again determined to be a near certainty (95%, node 2, Fig. 8), based largely on seismic activity and continued dome growth and collapse. The largest discrepancy between group probabilities was that for eruption magnitude, where the highest probability was either for VEI < 2 or VEI 2–3. Discussion following the exercise revealed that the difference was due to variation in each group’s estimation of VEI. The group that called current eruptions VEI 2 placed a high probability on continuing VEI 2–3; those that called current eruptions VEI 1 placed a higher probability on continuing VEI < 2 eruptions.

This group exercise also marked the first longer term forecast, including probabilities that eruption duration would last at least an additional 6 months and 1 year. We used the DomeHaz database (Ogburn et al., 2012) to query dome effusion durations globally. Based on these data, we assessed that there was a 95% conditional probability that the dome duration would continue for another month (at ~8 months since effusion began), an 85% probability that it would last another 6 months, and a 75% probability that it would last another year (note: these probabilities are not shown on Fig. 8 but are in Supplementary material). We further discussed using lava flow volumes as a proxy for effusion duration. The area of the 2014 lava flow at the time of tree construction (2.9 km runout, ~1 km width) was similar to that of other mapped lava flows at the volcano (average 3 km on south side). We posited that, if effusion continually fed a single lava flow in each eruption sequence, the probability for another year of extrusion (which would more than double the volume of the flow if average effusion rate remained constant) was quite low (10–20% here). Finally, by relying on a conceptual model of effusive eruptions in which the end of the eruption is marked by an quasi-exponential decrease in effusion rate and decrease in seismicity with time (e.g., Mount St. Helens 2004–1008, Mastin et al. 2008), we assigned an 80–95% chance it would last at least another month. We relied on the geologic history over the DomeHaz database to assign a 40–60% probability of extrusion lasting another 6 months (beyond its current duration) and a 10–20% probability it would last at least another year.

3.6. October 7, 2014 tree

In mid-September 2014, eruptive activity shifted back to the Sinabung crater, wherein effusion of dome lava caused the first of a new series of domes with associated ash plumes to 6 km (Phase IV, the second lava dome phase of Gunawan et al. 2019). Lava effusion began at vents on steep slopes near the summit, but did not create a large dome because dome collapses removed mass at about the same rate as eruption added it. These collapses fed PDCs at an elevated rate (Nakada et al. 2019) that descended along the southwest margin of the 2014 lava flow (Pallister et al. 2019). The maximum PDC runout increased in early October to 5 km.

RSAM peaked in early May, decreasing in minimum and average duration until July, and then remaining relatively constant after that time (Fig. 3b). In August, LF and hybrid seismicity could once again be distinguished as individual events, rather than looking like tremor. A further change from emergent low frequency earthquakes to more impulsive hybrid earthquakes occurred, and on October 2, a deep/distal VT suggested pressurization of the system at the depth of magma storage. Furthermore, there had been relatively stable SO₂ emissions over the previous few months (last observation mid-September of 672 tons/day; Primulayana et al. 2019), and EDM measurements may have indicated relatively shallow deflation over the preceding week, consistent with longer term deflation measured in one tilt signal (since January), however, other EDM and tilt data did not confirm the same trend. Again, the eruption probability was considered high (95%) for the next month, based largely on seismicity (node 2, Fig. 9). In this tree, we returned to providing a column for extent of PDCs. This was done with reference to the distance to Lau Barus, the river valley that borders the south flank of the volcano. Travel of PDCs or their surge clouds beyond Lau Barus (at 4 to 5 km from the summit on the southeast) would affect more densely populated regions.

Long-term forecasts were also revisited for this event tree (Fig. 9). By October 6, lava effusion had occurred for 292 days. A query of only those dome-forming eruptions that lasted longer than 292 days in the DomeHaz database produced a 95% exceedance probability that extrusion would last at least another month, 70% that it would last >6 months, and 50% chance that it would last >1 year (Ogburn et al., 2012). Therefore, we again assigned a high, 95% probability for eruption lasting another month, but we increased our probability estimates for 6 month and 1 year durations from the last tree (60±20% and 30±20%, respectively), placing more confidence on the global analog database.

The eruption of Sinabung continued until the time of this writing (May 2017), 3 years after the May 13th event tree was constructed and almost 2.5 years after the October 7th tree. The probability that effusion would last more than one year was estimated to be low at the time of both of these trees (10–20% and 30% in May and October, respectively). In both trees, we relied heavily on a comparison of geologic information (relative size of lava flow) as a proxy for eruption duration rather than the global data from DomeHaz (Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015). However, hindsight shows that this lava flow effectively stopped
Fig. 8. May 13, 2014 event tree for subsequent one month of activity at Sinabung volcano. Probabilities in this tree were populated by two separate groups of scientists (distinct probabilities labeled ‘Group 1’ and ‘Group 2’ here).
growing at approximately the same time that dome effusion reinitiated at the summit (Phase IV, Gunawan et al. 2019), such that the growth of the lava flow was not a good proxy for total eruption duration. Instead, later estimates of eruption duration estimates were based on global DomeHaz data (see below, using Wolpert et al., 2016).

4. Discussion

4.1. Communication of forecasts

In all cases, communication of event trees highlighted the most likely scenario and included mention of less likely but more hazardous scenario(s) (cf. extremity preference, Teigan et al., 2014). Forecasts were communicated between partner agencies VDAP and CVGHM (not to the general public) through a combination of numeric and verbal descriptors. Examples of low probability, elevated hazard events include the debris avalanche and lateral blast scenarios, especially those presented in trees on December 27, 2013 and January 10, 2014. The inclusion of these scenarios reflected the heightened concern caused by observations of cracks opening near the summit, leading to important additions to the tree despite the fact that summit collapse did not occur.

4.2. Dates of alert level/evacuation distance changes

The volcanic alert level changed several times during 2013–5, both increasing and decreasing in response to activity level variation (bottom of Fig. 3). These changes included:

- **September 15, 2013** 03:00 (WIB): from Levels 2 to 3. At this time, an exclusion zone with a radius of 3 km from the crater was instituted, including the village of Sukameriah.
- **September 29, 2013** 11:00 from Levels 3 to 2. The exclusion zone decreased to a 2 km radius, while the longer term process of relocating the population of the three closest villages began.

![Event tree](https://example.com/event_tree.png)
• **November 3, 2013** 03:00 from Levels 2 to 3. The exclusion zone again increased to a 3 km radius. Residents in four villages were evacuated.

• **November 24, 2013** 10:00 from Levels 3 to 4. The exclusion radius increased to 5 km. People in 17 villages and 2 hamlets were encouraged to evacuate. People in an additional area beyond 5 km to the southeast were warned about pyroclastic flow hazards. Evacuation remained in effect for the four closest villages. However, by January 10, evacuation was increased to six villages largely to the southeast of the summit.

• **April 8, 2014** 17:00 from Levels 4 to 3. The exclusion radius decreased to 3 km in all directions and to 5 km in sectors to the south and southeast. However, people living outside of this area were allowed to go back to their homes to clean their roofs and perform usual activities. Relocation of residents was prioritized for those living within the exclusion zone and then for those residents within the previous exclusion zone.

• **June 2, 2015** 23:00 from Levels 3 to 4. Since that time, the alert level of the volcano has remained at the highest level AWAS (Level 4; Andreastuti et al. 2019). Over this interval, the hazard map changed twice; the sizes of hazards zones progressively increased through time (Andreastuti et al. 2019). Similarly, evacuation zones increased in size during the eruption, enlarging more in the south and southeast sectors than other sectors based on the likely travel path of lava margin collapse-generated PDCs.

At the time of this writing, ten villages are in evacuation/relocation areas and have suffered severe damage or complete destruction since eruptions began, causing over 9000 people to relocate permanently (Andreastuti et al. 2019). Approximately 5000 families—or nearly 15,800 people—remained displaced as of April 29, 2014, according to the Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana (National Disaster Management Agency). Only two alert level changes occurred within the interval of time covered by event trees presented herein. The November 24, 2013 alert level increase followed the November 7–10 event tree, which forecast a continuation of explosive eruptive activity. However, none of these event trees immediately preceded an alert level change. However, the continued use of event trees for forecasts clarified the current understanding of the magmatic system, highlighting potential important changes in monitoring parameters, and posing questions for desired better understanding of hazard scenarios (see below).

### 4.3. Progressive improvements/changes in trees

Over the course of this process, we had the opportunity to refine the structure of event trees used for forecasting, to query the literature for possible additional global analogs, and to gather more information about the history and status of Sinabung itself. Here, we highlight some of the improvements in these areas through the course of 2013–4.

#### 4.3.1. Tree structure

Tree format changes were required by the changing nature of the hazards as the eruption progressed. Appearance and growth of a lava...
dome/flow added the possibility for lava margin collapse, which was not dependent upon vent eruption. The addition of a tree branch distinguishing dome/lava collapse is akin to a similar division made in event trees used at the ongoing eruption of Soufriere Hills volcano, Montserrat (Aspinall et al., 2002). However, for Montserrat the branches are mutually exclusive, framed in terms of the first event to occur (dome collapse or vent eruption?) or the largest event over the interval (dome collapse or more explosive vent eruption?). In practice, the non-mutually exclusive format of our tree made it incredibly cumbersome, including so many distinct branches that it became complicated and confusing to read. In order to maintain the distinction between dome collapse and vent-derived activity, we recommend that separate branches be maintained. However, the format can be reframed such that branches are mutually exclusive, where the options include whether activity will be larger, stay the same, or get smaller. A possible structure of this tree is shown in Fig. 11.

4.3.2. Explosivity of eruption

The distribution of VEIs is derived from data from the GVP catalog, which is populated using the maximum VEI of eruption sequences (Global Volcanism Program, 2013). This distribution is certainly biased for several reasons, including under-recording of small volcanic eruptions (e.g., Siebert et al., 2010; Kiyosugi et al., 2015) and the default assignment of VEI 2 to all eruptions that are definitely explosive, but eruption size is not known (though plume height data support relative VEI 2 abundance, Siebert et al., 2010). Even if we could correct for possible under-recording (cf. Furlan, 2010; Mead and Magill, 2014), it is then only an appropriate descriptor of maximum VEI for the entire eruption sequence. In contrast, short-term event trees are framed in terms of a specified time interval that is shorter than the total duration of many eruption sequences. Unfortunately, complete population of all explosive events within an eruption sequence has not been completed, such that calculation of the VEI distribution sampled across appropriate time windows cannot be accomplished. One improvement made across these trees, however, was to compare VEI distribution separately for only dome-forming eruption sequences (from DomeHaz, Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015). Interestingly, this shifts the overall distribution toward higher VEI (22% VEI 0–1; 65% VEI 2; 13% VEI ≥ 3 for all Indonesian eruptions; 6% VEI 0–1; 40% VEI 2; 53% VEI ≥ 3 for all eruptions experiencing dome growth).

VEI branches in these trees also changed format. VEI 2 eruptions were separated out in the first tree, but were later grouped with...
VEI 3 events. This change partly reflected the desire to compare future scenarios with current activity. The tree structure put forth in Fig. 11 would also address this point. In addition, definition of VEI for ongoing eruptions was the source of confusion for the event tree workshop exercise in May 2014 and caused discrepancy in the probability results (see above), suggesting that clear definition of terms should be included in tree files, especially when diverse teams are participating.

4.3.3. PDC runout

Early event trees constructed in this sequence relied upon the formulation of Newhall and Hoblitt (2002) to assign probability of PDC and lahar generation from vertical explosive eruptions. After dome extrusion, we switched to the use of energy cones (H/L) to estimate pyroclastic flow runout distances, a significant improvement. Furthermore, the reference distances for pyroclastic flow runout (extent column of event trees; Fig. 2) changed through the trees (what is the probability that PDC runout will surpass 5 km vs. 7 km). The selection of reference distances was largely driven by evacuation zonation. That is, the most useful PDC runout probabilities are framed in terms of risk to human population beyond evacuation limits or beyond large geomorphologic features (e.g., Lau Barus – see discussion in January 9–10, 2014 tree above).

4.3.4. Incorporation of uncertainty

Newhall and Pallister (2014) emphasize the need to improve characterization of uncertainty in the calculation of eruption forecasts in the event tree method used here. The only measure of uncertainty recorded in these trees is the range of values represented in January 10, 2014 and May 13, 2014 trees. In these two instances, differences in assessment between members of the group prevented achievement of consensus. However, no attempt was made to characterize uncertainty for consensus values. As these trees were created during a crisis, for a volcano that had no historic eruptions, and hence, no background monitoring information, there was a need for expediency, transparency and simplicity. The trees were just as important as a structure to guide discussion and reach a consensus among a diverse group of scientists as they were to assign rigorous probabilities. There was also advance agreement that the probabilities assigned would reflect the semi-quantitative opinion of the group and were not intended for quantification, such as in loss estimation. We acknowledge that omitting uncertainty analysis poses a problem for such quantitative use; however, existing methods (e.g., Marzocchi and Bebington, 2012; Aspinall and Cooke, 2013) require extensive background information and pre-establishment of thresholds, or pre-testing of experts, as well as pre-established computer codes to rapidly analyze the data. We concluded that this level of complexity and potential opacity was inappropriate for the situation. However, we hope to improve uncertainty calculations for future trees, perhaps simply by stating confidence bounds for each assigned probability and/or developing or adapting and simplifying existing codes and procedures for expert elicitation.

4.4. Research questions from event tree discussions

Each of these event trees includes documentation of the data and discussions that support subjective assignment of event likelihoods. Also, included in the event tree files are questions about potential global analogs for Sinabung and its activity. Most of these questions require a statistical analysis of large numbers of eruptions and/or non-eruptive unrest periods and their associated monitoring signatures. The existence of these questions and others like them in VDAP event trees from other crises around the world has led to targeted research into using global data by VDAP scientists (cf. Ogburn et al., 2016a). We list some of these questions in italics below and briefly summarize the progress that has been made toward understanding these questions. Further descriptions of recent advances will be presented in subsequent papers. Dates of the event tree from which these questions arose are listed along with some of the questions.

Dec 12, 2013 What percentage of distal VT swarms are associated with eruption?

White and McCausland (2016) document significant distal VT swarms that precede 111 eruptions at 83 long-dormant stratovolcanoes and intrusions at 21 long-dormant stratovolcanoes. The study also found that at least 27 of 35 VEI 4 and greater eruptions since 1955 were preceded by large VTs (≥M5), including 100% of VEI 5 and 6’s. Prejean et al. (2015) and Pesicek et al. (2017a) used the beta statistic (Matthews and Reasenberg, 1988) to quantify when distal VT seismicity exceeded the regional background at Alaskan volcanoes and correlated those swarms to intrusions or eruptions. For the Alaskan data, 100% of 4 analyzed VEI 3 + eruptions at long-dormant volcanoes were preceded by significant distal VT swarms, whereas 22% of the nine eruptions with short repose periods were preceded by distal VT swarms. These results do not address the forecasting question useful for event trees. However, Pesicek et al. (2017b) used global seismic catalogs to pose the forward looking question: what percentage of VT earthquakes are followed by eruption? They find that 491 of 15,946, or 3% of large earthquakes (≥M4) within 30 km of a Holocene volcano are followed by an eruption within 3 months. Although these results may not have significantly changed our assignment of likelihood for continued eruptions (because eruptions were already under way) on Dec. 12, 2013, they represent a step forward in forecasting utility.

Dec 27, 2013 What is the average time period of effusive eruption before explosive eruption and what percentage of dome effusions end without explosive eruption? What percent of dome-forming eruptions are associated with VEI’s of differing magnitudes? What is the timing of those explosive eruptions?

These questions have been answered or are answerable with the joint use of the DomeHaz (Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015), GVP (Global Volcanism Program, 2013), and EFIS databases (Ogburn et al., 2016a). Ogburn et al. 2015 explored the relationship between large explosions (VEI 4+) and dome growth and investigated the timing of such explosions, the relationship with extrusion rate, and the relationship with magma composition. Large explosions that are associated with dome growth most commonly occur before the onset of dome growth rather than during dome growth or after dome growth ceases (Ogburn et al., 2015), although mafic systems behave differently than more silicic systems (Ogburn et al., 2015; Sheldrake et al., 2016). High extrusion rates also correlate with large explosions. The information about relative timing of large explosions may have prompted us to shift the conditional probability of large eruption (VEI > 3) to lower values in the Dec. 27, 2013 event tree.

Jan 9–10, 2014 What are VEI – PDC runout distance (or H/L) relationships?

The relationship between VEI and PDC volume (for column collapse PDCs) is not well characterized on a global basis. However, as discussed in the documentation for the January 10th event tree, many workers have found a general inverse relationship between PDC volume and ΔH/L. There have been advances in the energy cone approximation for PDC volumes. The FlowDat database (Ogburn, 2012, 2014) contains data from over 150 PDCs from which linear regressions can give equations for estimating ΔH/L from volume (Ogburn, 2014; Ogburn and Calder, 2017), which can be used to construct energy cones (Malin and Sheridan, 1982) that estimate PDC runout limits over real topography. Furthermore, Ogburn et al. (2016b) developed a method for hierarchical Bayesian modeling of the ΔH/L vs. volume relationship, such that strength can be borrowed from the entire global dataset to reduce
uncertainty when modeling the relationship at individual volcanoes, especially useful where runout distance information is sparse. These advances may have only changed the runout probabilities slightly, but they would have increased confidence in the estimates.

Jan 10, 2014 How does runout change as valleys fill?

While a global analysis of this has not been undertaken, the effects of valley fill or constrictions on PDC flow avulsion from channels have been reported by multiple workers (e.g., Lube et al., 2011; Charbonnier et al., 2013; Ogburn et al., 2014). Increases in mobility have also been noted to have occurred after valley filling (Charbonnier et al., 2013; Ogburn, 2014). Positive correlation between run-out distance and development of pyroclastic fans is also well known to CVGHM geologists, based on their empirical observations of many eruptions. Quantification of this relationship at Sinabung is needed.

Jan 9–10, 2014 What are maximum surge runup heights at various runout distances?

Ogburn et al., 2014 found a distinct relationship between surge detachment, PDC volume, and the cross-sectional area of the valley using data from all dome-collapse PDCs at Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat that remained on land. It was shown that a critical valley cross-sectional area exists below which surges are more likely to spread laterally beyond the dense basal avalanche. The critical cross-sectional area is approximately 1/1000th of block and ash flow volume.

Jan 9–10, 2014 What percentage of VEIs of different magnitude do not produce pyroclastic density currents? e.g., trivial to no pyroclastic density currents produced from Quizapu 1932 (VEI 6; Hildreth and Drake, 1992), Santa Maria 1932 (VEI 5; Williams and Self, 1983), Cramer Peak 1992 (1% of eruptive volume in PDCs; Miller et al., 1995), small PDCs at Chaiten 2008 (VEI 4+: Pallister et al., 2013a)

A cursory search of the GVP database shows 63/237 (27%) VEI 5+ events without PDCs, with 12/42 (29%) post-1500CE. VEI 5+ events without PDCs. Again, these numbers represent only the absence of evidence of PDCs (i.e. a PDC event is not associated with these eruptions in the database). However, answering questions that require evidence of absence (as opposed to merely absence of evidence) from databases can be a challenge, one that can be addressed only for complete catalogs of activity. Therefore this question still remains unanswered.

Jan 9–10, 2014 What are minimum dome/edifice collapse volumes required to produce a lateral blast (cf., Soufrière Hills 1997; Merapi 2010 – Komorowski et al., 2013)?

This question is not resolved.

May 13, 2014 What are dome-forming eruption durations? What are eruption durations for sequences that do not produce a dome?

Using the DomeHaz database (Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015), Wolpert et al., 2016 developed a Bayesian model for estimating the remaining duration of a dome forming eruption based on the current duration of the eruption, and its composition. It was found that after ~6 years of activity, it becomes more likely for an eruption to be very long lived (Ogburn et al., 2015b, Wolpert et al., 2016). If the results of this Bayesian model had been available before the May 13, 2014 event tree, we would have calculated that for an eruption that had already lasted 240 days (between September 15, 2013 and May 13, 2014), the median remaining duration would be 2.72 years. This result may have increased our estimate of duration probabilities in the May 13, 2014 event tree, shifting them up from the 40–60% probability of extrusion lasting another 6 months (beyond its current duration) and 10–20% probability it would last at least another year.

May 13 and Oct 7, 2014 Do changes in dome morphology/surface texture precede changes in explosive eruptive behavior? Or do they precede/accompany changes in effusion rate?

Some dome morphology and surface texture information currently exists within the DomeHaz database (Ogburn et al., 2012, 2015) and in observations by the VDAP team, but population is not complete.

5. Closing remarks

Six different event trees were created in 2013–14 for Sinabung volcano, Indonesia. Over that time, the event trees were successful in helping the authors to gather relevant monitoring data, to ask pertinent questions about the magmatic system and possible global analogs, and to highlight the most likely and extreme event scenarios for eruption progression. With each consecutive tree, additional datasets/global analogs were added and analysis broadened. Documentation in the trees reflects these additions, but there is certainly room for additional progress. Event trees created by the VDAP group now document global analogs and model results through addition of extra spreadsheets that contain plots and graphs. Additional documentation is also included, including discussion of the formal translation table between qualitative and quantitative probabilities. Further addition of term definitions could also be included. We further recommend: a) creation of event trees in advance of a crisis, when possible, b) use of the event tree to document both knowns and unknowns, c) creation of consecutive event trees during a crisis to document thought process, d) retrospective looks at event trees (like in this paper) to improve upon methods and inputs for future use. For these trees, the outcomes generally matched the highest probability forecasts and several low probability events also occurred (total dome collapse on January 10 and a small blast on February 1). For all of these reasons, we deem the event tree process a success.

Event trees have been used for eruption forecasting in Indonesia previously. However, this is the first time the event tree method was used so many times during a persistent eruption. The long duration of the ongoing eruption has allowed us to refine and revise our methods, the tree format, and the documentation used to support event trees at Sinabung. Through continued refinement of this process, we can better characterize volcanic hazards at Sinabung, and we can improve the technique so that it can also be used to greater effect elsewhere, as was subsequently done during the Slamet, Indonesia eruption crisis in 2014.
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